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Benjamin Graham (Londres, 1894–Nueva York, 1976) fue un destacado economista e inversor, conocido en los círculos académicos y financieros como el Padre de la Inversión y el Decano de Wall Street. Fue professor en la Columbia University, donde tuvo como alumno a Warren Buffet, quien frecuentemente le cita
en sus textos. También enseñó sus métodos a multimillonarios ilustres como Bill Gates, Tony Knapp, Marshall Weinberg y Roy Tolles. A los 20 años, tras graduarse en la Columbia University, entró a trabajar en Wall Street. Hizo carrera y, al publicarse la cuarta edición (última en vida del autor) de su best seller El
inversor inteligente, había cumplido ya 57 años trabajando en la bolsa. David D. Dodd (1895-1988) fue analista financiero y colega de Benjamin Graham en la Columbia University, donde ejerció como professor de Finanzas durante casi 40 años. Rare is the opportunity to see, let alone own, the original. But this unusual,
carefully crafted reproduction of Benjamin Graham and David Dodd's immortal Security Analysis gives you the opportunity - to read and appreciate true classics - books that bear investment value. Continuously printed through five editions, for more than 60 years, and through nearly a million copies, a primer for many of
America's most famous investors - and the source of Graham and Dodd's Wall Street Eternity - Security Analysis is the most influential book on investment ever written. Still a Bible investor, it's as often consulted today as it was when it first appeared in 1934. Of course, over the years and over five editions, Security
Analysis changed. His language is modernizing. New material added. Metaphors and examples are updated. Given the changing times, this change is necessary and appropriate. But what about the original book? The resilience of this work awakens our curiosity. And what we find when we return to the original is very
classic, a work whose uncompromising value has not faded since it first saw the light of day in 1934. The original words of Benjamin Graham and David Dodd - put to paper shortly after the terrible Stock Market Crash of 1929 - still have the alluring qualities of rigorous honesty and diligent scrutiny, the same power of
thought and determined logic that gave the job its first distinction and began its famous career. The words you will read here are fluent. Not only a financial genius and a man with a high reputation for honorable transactions, Graham was a letter man invited to teach in the literature department at Columbia University (as
well as in the departments of economics and philosophy). But this reproduction is much more than historical curiosity, interesting objects, and pleasant reading. This original Graham/Dodd method in their own words when they first described it in the 1930s. What exactly is this method that has attracted such long-term
devotion within the highly fickle reach of Wall Street? Graham and Dodd were Wall Street's first bargain buyers. In this book they first explain their methods for finding bonds and stocks that sell well below the level seemingly justified by careful analysis of the relevant facts. In this book, they tell you exactly how to find
these undervalued securities and analyze relevant facts. Is this method still practical and usable today? The huge wealth created by value investors Warren Buffett, Mario Gabelli, John Neff, Michael Price, and John Bogle testifies that they are certain. In their foreword to the book, Graham and Dodd write that they hope
their work will stand the ever-enigmatic test of the future. There is no doubt that it has. This distinctively searched book is a careful reproduction of the 1934 edition, which contains every original word. ReseÃ±as important MÃ's recientes ReseÃ±as the importance of Roadmap to invest that I have now followed for 57
years. --From Warren E. BuffettFirst's Foreword published in 1934, Security Analysis is one of the most influential financial books ever written. Selling more than a million copies through five editions, has provided generations of investors with lasting value investing the philosophy and techniques of Benjamin Graham and
David L. Dodd.As as relevant today as when they first appeared nearly 75 years ago, the teachings of Benjamin Graham, the father of value investing, have survived the test of time in various diversity of market conditions, countries, and asset classes. This new sixth edition, based on the classic 1940 version, was
enhanced with 200 pages of additional comments from some of today's leading Wall Street money managers. This master of value investing explains why the principles and techniques of Graham and Dodd are still very relevant even in today's very different markets. The list of contributors includes:Seth A. Klarman,
president of The Baupost Group, L.L.C. and author of Margin of SafetyJames Grant, founder of Grant's Interest Rate Observer, nippon partners general partner Jeff M. Laderman, twenty-five-year veteran of BusinessWeekRoger Lowenstein, author of Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist and When America
Aged and Outside Director, Sequoia FundHoward S. Marks, CFA, Chairman and Co, Oaktree Capital Management L.P.J. Ezra Merkin , Managing Partner, Gabriel Capital Group. Bruce Berkowitz, Founder, Fairholme Capital Management.Glenn H. Greenberg, Co-Founder and Managing Director, Chieftain Capital
ManagementBruce Greenwald, Robert Heilbrunn Finance and Asset Management, Columbia Business SchoolDavid Abrams, Managing Member, Abrams Abrams a foreword by Warren E. Buffett (in which he reveals that he has read the 1940 master's work at least four times), this new edition of Security Analysis will
address you with the basics of value investing—more relevant than ever in a tumultuous 21st-century market. Editorial: DEUSTO S.A. EDICIONES Download Security Analysis: Sixth Edition: Foreword by Warren Buffett Ebook | READ ONLINE Download this ebook at =&gt; Security Analysis PDF Download: Sixth Edition:
Foreword by Warren Buffett read the ONLINE ebook EPUB KINDLE Security Analysis Download: Sixth Edition: Foreword by Warren Buffett PDF - KINDLE - EPUB - MOBI Security Analysis: Sixth Edition: Foreword by Warren Buffett download PDF EPUB ebook in English [DOWNLOAD] Security Analysis: Sixth Edition:
Foreword by Warren Buffett in Security Analysis pdf format: Sixth Edition: Foreword by Warren Buffett free download from book in PDF format #book #readonline #ebook #pdf #kindle #epub #epub
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